Cloud Computing Jobs

WHAT IS CLOUD COMPUTING?

Today, all companies are adopting cloud computing to enable their digital transformation. The cloud tech services market is projected to grow 17.3% ($206 billion) in 2019. The growth of this technology has created incredible demand for Cloud computing jobs, from Cloud developers and Cloud DevOps roles to more specialized roles such as solutions architects and Cloud security engineers. Regardless of the role, Cloud computing skills are a highdemand and have the potential to impact almost every industry.

WHICH CLOUD SERVICE PROVIDERS OCCUPIED THE LARGEST MARKET SHARE IN 2019?

Cloud service providers offer a wide range of services, which can be categorized into the following three types:

1. Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS): This includes providing the virtual hardware, storage, and networking services.
2. Platform as a Service (PaaS): This includes providing the virtual software platform for developing and deploying applications.
3. Software as a Service (SaaS): This includes providing the virtual software applications over the internet.

CLOUD COMPUTING JOB PROFILES

WHAT IS CLOUD COMPUTING?

Today, all companies are adopting cloud computing to enable their digital transformation. The cloud tech services market is projected to grow 17.3% ($206 billion) in 2019. The growth of this technology has created incredible demand for Cloud computing jobs, from Cloud developers and Cloud DevOps roles to more specialized roles such as solutions architects and Cloud security engineers. Regardless of the role, Cloud computing skills are a high demand and have the potential to impact almost every industry.

Cloud services such as Amazon Web Services (AWS) offered services, such as pay-per-use, ability to scale up or down based on usage, self-service, and more. All these benefits led to a shift in the market, making Cloud computing a viable and cost-effective option for businesses.
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